Persuade the students in your year level to elect you as their leader.

Why Alex Fan Should be the Leader of Year 5

This year, a new leader will be elected out of three nominees to lead each year level. I believe I should be the leader of Year 5, because I am very responsible, have a strong sense of integrity and am kind to everyone, without discrimination.

Firstly, I am incredibly responsible and honest. Previously, I have wandered around the school grounds, tirelessly retrieving litter that has been unthinkingly tossed onto the ground, or that has merely been blown from between the users’ hands. This despicable act of polluting our lush green school grounds must cease immediately, and will if you voters elect me as leader of Year 5. Our grade would become the environmental heroes of the school, setting a terrific example for the younger children, or even those in Year 6.

In addition, I am caring when it comes to injuries and discrimination. Every day bullies tease and jeer students with differences from themselves. As leader of Year 5, I will rule out all kinds of discrimination of students. Students with differentiating cultures, religions, race, or any other sort may walk unafraid of the casual offensive remark posted by.
many bullies as they walk past. I am also very caring when students are hurt or injured. My nature to help others will widely benefit the year level.

In conclusion, you should vote for me as leader of Year 5 to win the fight against discrimination, help the environment and to become caring to injured peers. As leader of Year 5, my reign would benefit many, possibly even outside of the year level. To all Year 5s, I hope you are voting for me.